Class List Photos

As of: 10/06/2015, 01:09:00 : Enrollment/Limit: (16/20)
Section ID: 845822 Subject: ECON Course: 191A Sec: A00 Term: FA15

Student photos are provided to authorized UCSD faculty and staff for education-related purpose only.

Bellamy, Jake Seiya
Cacheado Neto, Jose Pedro
Chen, Wanting
De Jesus, Tomas
Desai, Avni Jaydeep
Hao, Stephanie Lillian
Hsu, Christine Y
Joubert, Dieter
Levine, Julian Sky
Luu, Lydia
Moshfegh, Rebecca Talia
Pham, Bao Q
Reinach, Benjamin Asher
Taiclet, Lauren Leigh
Wang, Xinwei
Zhang, Shu